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Abstract.
If it = {nt: / > 0} is a symmetric convolution semigroup with the
Levy exponent <f>,then supp nt is a group determined by <j>,and n has a
unique Radon invariant measure if and only if <t>has a unique zero at 0 .

1. Introduction
Let X = (X,, Px) be a Levy process on Rd (i.e., a process with stationary independent increments), with transition semigroup (P,). Let m denote
Lebesgue measure on Rd . For any probability measure p on Rd , define the
characteristic function of p as

(1.1)

p(x):=

[ e'^^p(dy).

Let nt := Pt(0, •). Then n = {nt} is a convolution semigroup with Levy
exponent <f>;i.e., ftt(x) = e"'^^ . By the Levy-Khinchin formula,

(1.2)

cp(x)
= i(a, x)+ i(Sx ,X)+ J(l-

*'<*•">
+ fe§)

J(dy)

with a£Rd,Sadxd
nonnegative definite matrix, and / a positive measure
carried by Rd - {0} such that
(1.3)

/ (1 A \x\2)J(dx)

jRd

< oc.

The measure J is called the Levy measure of X. The process X is called
symmetric if each n, is invariant under the map x h-»-x . In this case, </>has
the form

(1.4)

<f>(x)
= \(Sx, x) + f (I-cos(x,
JRd

y))J(dy)

where J is symmetric.
A er-finite measure p on Rd is called an invariant measure for X if p*n, =
p for all / > 0. Denote by Inv the set of all invariant measures for X. Clearly
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m £ Inv. We say that X has a unique invariant measure if p £ Inv implies
that p is a multiple of m and that X has a unique Radon invariant measure
if the only Radon measures in Inv are multiplies of m .
In this paper, two results concerning symmetric convolution semigroups will
be presented. In §2 we prove that the support of each measure n, is the group
generated by the sum of the range of \/S and the support of the Levy measure.
In §3 we prove that X has a unique Radon invariant measure if and only if its
Levy exponent has a unique zero at 0. Finally, a few examples are given as an
application and explanation of our results.

2. Support of convolution

semigroup

The translation operators {yx: x £ Rd} on Rd are defined by yx(y) = x+y .
For any function / on Rd , let

(2.1)

per/=

{*€**:/oyx

= /}.

Clearly per / is a closed subgroup of Rd if / is continuous. For any A c Rd ,
let G(A) denote the closed subgroup generated by A in Rd and
(2.2)

A± = {x £ Rd: ei{x-y) = 1 Vy £ A}.

We list some facts here which will be used later. The first four are easy to check
and the last one is [BF, Proposition 6.3].
(a) A1- is a closed subgroup of Rd .

(b) (A^ = G(A)._
(c) G(A + B) = G(A) + G(B).
(d) G(A) = G(A).
(e) For any probability measure p on Rd,
supp p denotes the support of p .

per/i = (supp p)-1, where

In the remainder of this section, we will assume X is symmetric. Then <p
has the representation (1.4). Let nc and nd be the convolution semigroups
corresponding to the Levy exponents \(Sx, x) and /(l - cos(x, y))J(dy),
respectively. Then itt = nct * nd for all t > 0 and
(2.3)

supp nt = supp nct + sup nf.

The main result in this section is the following.

Theorem 1. For any t > 0,

(2.4)

supp n, = \fS(Rd) + C7(suppJ) = G(VS(Rd)+ supp /).

Proof. Clearly supp7if = \/S(Rd). By (2.3), it suffices to show that supp7r, =
C7(supp/) if S = 0. Now assume S = 0. We will finish the proof in several
steps.
1. For any t > 0, G(supp7i,) = (j(supp./).
In fact, for any fixed t > 0,
by facts (b) and (e), we only need to show that per7r, = (supp/)-1-. Let zer/
denote the set of zeros of a function f:Rd—>R. Since

4>(x)= [ (l-cos(x,y))J(dy),
Jr->
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x 6 zertp if and only if J is carried by {x}x = {y: cos(x,y) = 1} or
equivalently x £ (supp/)x . Thus zer</>= (supp/)-1. On the other hand, it is
easy to see that per nt c zer0. Conversely, if x € zer^, then supp J c {x}1-.
Thus cos(x, -)J = J and sin(x, •)/ = 0, and it follows that

<P(x+ y)=

/ (1 - cos(x + y, z))J(dz) = <f>(y).

Therefore, x e per(/>c perjt,.
2. supp nt is a group and supp n, = G(supp J) for any t > 0. By symmetry
of 7t,, it is clear that if x £ supp 7rr then -x e supp 7t(. We will prove
0 e supp7T( by contradiction. Suppose that 0 £ supp(7t,). Then there exists

d > 0 such that nt(B$) = 0 where Bs = {x: \x\ < 3}. Let
(2.5)

/(f) = i(l-^)lr_fl;fl](0,

t£R,

and
£(x1; ... , Xd) = f(Xi) ■■■f(xd).
Then g is a continuous function on Rd with compact support and

(2.6)

g(x) = l\)d
\a

(l-cos^O.-.a-cosax,,)
/

>Q

X| • • • x^

Now choose a > 0 such that [-a, a]d c B$ . Then

0 = <««.*>
- ^<*n

8) = 7^fR/-'mmdx.

But e~l^x^ > 0 everywhere. This implies that g = 0, which is a contradiction.
Now assume that J(Rd) < co . Then

(2.7)

*-«-*£5-r'

where y? = 7(/?rf) and 7*" denotes the «-fold convolution of J.
mediately, we have

Thus, im-

supp ft, = \^j supp7*".

By the result in step 1,

G(s\xooJ) = t7(supp7r,) D supp7r, = [J supp 7*".
«>o
It is easy to check that U supp J*n is a group. Hence,

(J supp J*n = <j(supp/) = supp itt,
n>0

since U supp J*n D supp J .
In general, let Jn be the restriction of J to B\, , which is finite and symmetric. Let

fa(x)= / (I - cos(x, y))J„(dy),

(2.8)

Jf

4>2(x)= / (\-cos(x,y))(J-J„)(dy)

= (j)(x)-(j>x(x).

JR*
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Then there exist two convolution semigroups £" = {£"} and p" = {p"} with
Levy exponents <pxand tf>2,respectively. Clearly, £," * pf = nt and supp^f =
G(supp7„) since Jn is finite.
Now supp/\{0} = (Jn>1 supp/„ and

<j(suppJ) = <5(supp7\{0}) = G ((J supp JnJ D C7(supp/„),
or G(supp/) D U„>i G(s\xpryJn). Since {G(supp/„)}„>i is an increasing sequence of subgroups, (J„>i G(s\xpoJn) is also a subgroup. Thus

(J C7(supp7„)D G (J supp/„
«>1

\m>1

= G(supp/).
/

That is, \Jn>x C7(supp7„) = G(supp7).
Next,
supprc, D supp£f + supp^f

d supp£"

since 0 € supp p". Then

supprc, D [J supp^f = (J C7(supp/„)= G(supp7) = C7(supp7r,).
«>i

Therefore,

n>\

supprc, = G(suppJ)

= C7(supp7i,).

This completes the proof.

Q.E.D.
3. Radon invariant

measures

Choquet and Deny [CD] investigated and solved the convolution equation
(3.1)

o*p = p

(a > 0 a given Radon measure)

on a locally compact Abelian group. Here we will state their result only for Rd .
Let Ga = C7(suppa), and let co be the trivial extension to Rd of Haar
measure on Ga . It is known that there exists a Borel set Ya c Rd consisting
of exactly one representative from each equivalence class of the quotient group
Rd/Ga . Let

Ea:=lx£Rd:
Theorem (Choquet-Deny).

f e^x^a(dy)

= \\ .

Any Radon measure p satisfying the equation (3.1)

is of the form

(3.2)

p= f

(elx>-'>a>)*8yZ(dx,dy)

JRdx.R<l

where £ is a positive Radon measure on Rd x Rd carried by Ea x Ta and dy
is the Dirac measure at y.

Now for the convolution semigroup n, let
/•OO

(3.3)

a= /

e-'ittdt.
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Then a is a probability measure Rd and p £ Inv if and only if p satisfies

(3.1). Clearly

_
supper = ^Jsupp7r,.
t>0

Thus Ga = (j(U,>0supp7r() • By [BF, Proposition 8.27], Ga = (zercf))1- and
zerr/>= Go . On the other hand, x £ E„ if and only if JRde~^x'y^nt(dy) = 1
for all / > 0. Obviously, there exists a (-co, +oc]-valued function ip on Rd
such that

(3.4)

/ e^x'yht(dy)

= et^x\

JR*

Hence Ea = zer y/ . It is easy to see that 0 € zer</>and 0 £ zer \p . The main
result of this section is

Theorem 2. (a) The process X has a unique Radon invariant measure if and
only if zer</>= zer xp= {0} .
(b) If X is symmetric, then X has a unique Radon invariant measure if and

only if zer <f)= {0}.
Proof, (a) follows immediately from the theorem of Choquet and Deny since
Ea = zer y/, and ra = {0} if and only if zer </>
= {0}.
(b) By (a), it suffices to show that zer 0 = {0} implies that zer ip = {0} if X
is symmetric. By way of contradiction, suppose that a ^ 0 and a £ Ea . Then
-a £ E„ by the symmetry of a, and for any b £ (-a, a) := {ta: t £ (-1, 1)}
there exist numbers 0 < p, q < 1 with p + q = 1 such that b = (-a)p + aq .
Applying Holder's inequality, we have

I e-{b'x)o(dx)= l[e-(-a-x)f ■[e-{-a'x)fa(dx)

< \ f e{a>x)o(dx) f e^a^a(dx)
Again by symmetry and Holder's inequality,

1=
<

fa(dx)=

=1.

/e{~b,x)a(dx) < 1 and

j' e-(b,x)l2+(b,x)Ha(dx)

r /•
il/2 r r
i1/2
/ e~(b'x)o(dx)\
•
e(b-x)a(dx)
< 1.

Thus ^~(b'x)o(dx)
= Je(b'x1o(dx) = 1; i.e., (-a, a) c E„ .
Now, for any t £ (0, 1),

1 = fe{,a'x)o-(dx)

= f

+ f

J(a,x)<0

= c+

where c = cj({x: (a,x)
^(t,

+ f

J{a,x)=0

e(la-x)o(dx)

J(a,x)>0

f
(e(ta-x) + e-(ta'x))a(dx)
J(a,x)>0

= 0}). Let f(t,
x) = (a,x)[e{,a'x)

x) - e«a'x) +e^'a'x^.
- e-{,a>x)] > 0
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for any t £ (0, 1) and (a, x) > 0. But /, x)>0f(t, x)o(dx) = \-c does not
depend on t. Thus o({x: (a, x) > 0}) = 0; i.e., o is carried by the subspace
{x: (a, x) = 0} . This contradicts the assumption a £ E„ and completes the

proof. Q.E.D.
The uniqueness results above for Radon invariant measures are
general. (See the example below.) But it is known that if m is
measure for X, i.e., a <C m, then each invariant measure of X
measure [BG, VI(2.3)]. In this case, Ga = Rd and Ya = {0}.
following result is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.

not true in
a reference
is a Radon
Thus, the

Corollary. Assume a <c w . Then:
(a) X has a unique invariant measure if and only if zer y/ = {0}.
(b) If X is symmetric, then X has a unique invariant measure.
Now we will construct an example such that any Radon invariant measure of
ATis a multiple of Lebesgue measure but X has an invariant measure which is
not Radon. For the case in which J is finite, we have (2.7), and it is easy to

check that p £ Inv if and only if lp* J = p.
Example 1. Let J = \(dx+d-X +dy/2 + o'_^2) be defined on R and n = {nt}t>o
the corresponding symmetric convolution semigroup; i.e., nt(x) = e-'*M with
4>{x)= / (1 - cosxy)J(dy)

= ^(1 - cosx) + ^(1 - cos\/2x).

Clearly 4> has a unique zero. Thus the only Radon invariant measure of n is
Lebesgue measure. But let
N = {n + m\[2: n, m are integers}

and

p = y^ Sx.
x<EN

Then p is a -finite and satisfies p*J = p. Therefore, p is an invariant measure
for X.
Example 2. Brownian motion and symmetric stable processes. Both are special
types of symmetric Levy processes, where the Levy exponent cj)(x) = \\x\2 for
Brownian motion and (j>(x)= |x|a , a £ (0, 2), for symmetric stable processes.
Clearly both functions have unique zeros. By Corollary 3, both processes have

unique invariant measures.
Example 3. Brownian motion with drift on Rd . In this case,
<p(x) = i(x, a) + j\x\2 ,

y/(x) = —(x, a) - j\x\2 ,

where a £ Rd . Then Ea = {0, -a} and zer0 = {0}. Thus invariant measures
are of the form p = cxm + c2e~^a''xm, where cx and c2 are any positive
constants.
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